NOTICE OF REGULATION REPEAL

Date: May 8, 2009

REGULATION TITLE: Confidential Information Policy for Faculty
REGULATION NO.: 6C7-3.030

SUMMARY OF REGULATION REPEAL: This regulation is being repealed. The subject matter is covered in the Florida Statutes.

AUTHORITY: BOG Resolution dated January 7, 2003

NAME OF PERSON WHO INITIATED REGULATION REPEAL:
Mark Roberts, Director, Human Resources

COMMENTS CONCERNING THE REGULATION REPEAL SHOULD BE SUBMITTED WITHIN 14 DAYS OF THE DATE OF THIS NOTICE TO THE CONTACT PERSON IDENTIFIED BELOW. The comments must identify the regulation you are commenting on.

THE PERSON TO BE CONTACTED REGARDING THE PROPOSED REGULATION REPEAL IS:
Regulations Administrator
4000 Central Florida Blvd.
Millican Hall, Suite 360
Orlando, FL 32816-0015
Phone: (407) 823-2482
Fax: (407) 823-6155
e-mail: regulations@mail.ucf.edu

FULL TEXT OF THE PROPOSED REGULATION REPEAL:

6C7-3.030 Confidential Information Policy for Faculty.

Information which reflects evaluations of employees performance and which is used in promotion, tenure, annual, and other evaluation processes constitutes confidential information
which may be disclosed only to those individuals who participate in the process, upon written authorization of the employee, or upon order of a court of competent jurisdiction. However, records comprising the core items contained in the State University System Assessment of Instruction or a comparable instrument for student evaluation of faculty are not confidential, if created after July 1, 1995.